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     There are many different types of yoga, which are very healing in their own right, but 

the one I want to talk to you about it Ashtanga Yoga or Power Yoga which is a 

cardiovascular, fitness-based approach that realigns the spine, improves circulation,  

detoxifies the body and builds strength, flexibility, and stamina. However, not only does 

Power Yoga achieve all these physiological benefits, but it also improves your mental 

stability by focusing and calming your mind through each pose by inhaling and exhaling.  

     Yoga is not about pushing past your boundaries and we come to know these 

boundaries by listening to what our bodies are telling us in any given pose. If a certain 

pose feels painful or begins to hurt we listen by backing off and doing less if that is what 

our bodies are telling us, but if we go to that perfect degree we are still working hard 

while remaining calm by breathing free through each pose. Yoga is not about competing 

and comparing ourselves to others, which is so often the case in traditional fitness and 

health clubs, but about quieting our minds and listening to what our inner wisdom is 

trying to tell us about our bodies.  

     When we are able to approach our bodies in this way with a clear and focused mind 

our bodies naturally follow, as our mind literally creates our body and we see this is so 

readily apparent in the cycle of chronic pain and depression. The key is to get off the train 

of unending thoughts and judgments we have about ourselves and concentrate on just this 

one moment in each pose, which strengthens our mind and frees us from reinforcing old 

patterns of habit, which keep us stuck and impedes our ability to move forward not only 

in our physically health, but our mental health as well.             



          


